AUSTRALIAN COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA AUTHORITY

Telecommunications Act 1997

Subsection 81(1)

NOMINATED CARRIER DECLARATION

I, Bridget Smith, delegate of the Australian Communications and Media Authority acting under subsection 81(1) of the *Telecommunications Act 1997* being satisfied that:

(a) if Wireless Broadband Engineering Pty Ltd, ACN 119 765 810 is declared to be the nominated carrier in relation to the network unit or units, it would be in a position to comply with all of the obligations imposed on the carrier in its capacity as the nominated carrier in relation to the unit or units; and

(b) the making of the declaration will not impede the efficient administration of the *Telecommunications Act 1997* and the *Telecommunications (Consumer Protection and Service Standards) Act 1999*;

declare that Wireless Broadband Engineering Pty Ltd is the nominated carrier for multiple line links and designated radiocommunication facilities being the ActewAGL single mode optical fibre (SMOF) and optical fibre ground wire (OPGW network), ActewAGL Trunked Mobile Radio (TMR) Network and Digital Data Radio Network (DDRN) owned or operated by ActewAGL Distribution, ABN 76 670 568 688.

Dated the 12th day of July 2013

Signed

Delegate of the Australian Communications and Media Authority